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Abstract: The subject of this talk is the explanative role of minimal propositions according 

to the semantic minimalism. My aim in this talk is to present an objection to the responses 

presented by Borg (2017) and Cappelen & Lepore (2005) to the question of what the role of 

minimal propositions is. According to minimalism every well-formed sentence expresses a 

truth-evaluable content which is completely determined by the linguistic meaning of the 

syntactic elements of the sentence (and their order). These contents have been called 

“minimal propositions”. Cappelen & Lepore (2005) hold that minimal propositions are our 

shield against misunderstandings and confusions, since it is the least a competent speaker 

should understand when interpreting a sentence without context or whose context the 

speaker did not understood. Borg (2017), on the other hand, argues that there are several 

notions of what is said and one of them requires of minimal propositions. According to her, 

this notion of what is said distinguishes lies and not-lies in the following way: a speaker A 

is responsible of lying when A emits the sentence S believing that Pm is false, where Pm is 

the minimal proposition expressed by S.  

My objection against both proposals is that the role they assign to minimal propositions is 

not enough to satisfy the theoretical commitments of minimalism, more specifically, with 

their commitment with the principle of compositionality. Minimalist hold a compositional 

view of language and their way to preserve compositionality is with the notion of minimal 

propositions. But the best reason we have to hold compositionality is that this principle is 

our best explanation of systematicity and productivity. I argue that systematicity and 

productivity are general phenomena of communication. Therefore, the role of minimal 

propositions should be to explain systematicity and productivity as general phenomena of 

communication, but neither Borg (2017) nor Cappelen & Lepore (2005) present such an 

explanation.  
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